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and Conservation Relations* 
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In a series of papers, we have applied invariant imbedding to provide 
new analytic and computational approaches to a variety of processes of 
mathematical physics. We began a detailed analysis of the ordinary and 
partial differential equations of invariant imbedding, concentrating upon 
existence and uniqueness of solution, nonnegativity of solution, and 
convergence of associated difference algorithms as step-size went to 
zero. 
In this paper, we wish to show that for a quite general class of transport 
processes involving particle-particle interaction as well as the usual 
particle-medium interaction, we can obtain difference approximations 
which exhibit nonnegativity and boundedness in an immediate fashion. 
Furthermore, a uniform Lipschitz condition is preserved. In subsequent 
papers, we shall discuss the more difficult matters of convergence to 
the solution of the partial differential equation and existence of this 
solution over the entire physical range of the independent variables. 
I. INTRoDUOTI~N 
In a series of papers, we have applied invariant imbedding to provide new 
analytic and computational approaches to a variety of processes of mathemat- 
ical physics [l-3]. In [46] we began a detailed analysis of the ordinary and 
partial differential equations of invariant imbedding, concentrating upon 
existence and uniqueness of solution, nonnegativity of solution, and conver- 
gence of associated difference algorithms as stepwise went to zero. 
In this paper, we wish to show that for a quite general class of transport 
processes involving particle-particle interaction as well as the usual particle- 
medium interaction we can obtain difference approximations which exhibit 
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nonnegativity and boundedness in an immediate fashion. Furthermore, a 
uniform Lipschitz condition is preserved. In subsequent papers, we shall 
discuss the more difficult matters of convergence to the solution of the partial 
differential equation and existence of this solution over the entire physical 
range of the independent variables. 
II. ANALYTIC AND PHYSICAL PRELIMINARIES 
When interaction occurs, the expected fluxes in the transport process do 
not depend linearly upon the incident fluxes. To apply invariant imbedding 
techniques we must regard the reflection, transmission, and loss functions 
as functions of both the length of the rod and the incident intensities. We let 
r&y) = the expected flux of particles in state i 
reflected from a rod of length x when 
the incident flux at x has intensity y. 
@*l) 
Here, the incident intensity y is an N-dimensional vector whose jth compo- 
nent yj is the intensity of incident flux in state j. For convenience we also 
introduce the column vector r(x, y) with components ri(x, y) (i = 1,2, . . . . N). 
The transmission and loss vector functions t(x, y) and Z(x, y) are defined 
similarly. We let 
ti(x, y) = the expected flux of particles in state i 
transmitted through a rod of length x when 
the incident flux at x has intensity y; 
li(x, y) = the expected flux of particles in state i ab- 
sorbed or annihilated within a rod of length 
x when the incident flux at x has intensity y. 
To obtain differential equations for these functions we consider a discrete 
approximation to the process in which the rod is divided up into small 
segments, each of length A. In setting up the discrete approximation we 
shall often ignore terms of higher order than A since the partial differential 
equations obtained by letting A approach 0 will not depend upon higher 
order terms. This still leaves considerable freedom in the choice of the 
discrete approximation. We take advantage of this freedom by selecting a 
discrete approximation which preserves two important features of the phys- 
ical problem-nonnegativity and conservation of matter. The difference 
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equations will be chosen so that the components of r(x, y), t(x, y) and I(.Y, y) 
are all obviously nonnegative and so that 
We now consider what happens in the segment [x, x + A]. When a flux 
of uj particles in statej enters the segment at one end and a flux of V~ particles 
in state K enters at the other end, then the following effects occur: 
(a) The expected number of particles from the uj stream absorbed by the 
medium isf&(x)uJ + O(d2), and the expected number absorbed from the 
ok stream isf,,(x)v,d + O(d2). 
(b) The expected number of particles from the uj flux back-scattered in 
state i is bii(x)ujd f O(A2), and the expected number from the vI, flux 
back-scattered in state i is bik(.x)vUkd + O(A2). 
(c) The expected number from the uj stream transmitted in state i (i # j) 
is dij(.v)z+A + O(d2) and the expected number from the vii flux transmitted 
in state i (i # k) is &(x)2@ + O(A2). 
In addition to these effects, which would occur in a no-interaction model, 
we introduce collision effects. Let u denote the column vector with jth 
component ui forj = 1, 2, . . . . N and let v denote the vector with components 
vl, v2, .*‘, v,,7 . Then: 
(d) The expected number of particles from the uj stream annihilated due 
to interactions with the opposing streams with intensities given by the 
vector v is 
Uj~j(Uj, V, X)d + O(d”) = Uj[l - e-d~du9,u,c)] + O(d2). (2.4) 
Similarly, the expected number annihilated from the vk stream due to 
interactions with the opposing streams represented by the vector u is 
vk[l - e-dw~(v~~UJl] + O(P). (2.5) 
The functions pj are constrained by the conditions 
d”j , v, x, 2 0, %(Uj , 0, .y) = 0, 
liz qpj(Uj ) v, x) = 0 (2.6) 
In setting up the difference approximation we have used the exponentials 
to obtain terms which are obviously nonnegative and uniformly bounded if 
the conditions of (6) hold. 
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In the following discussion we shall usually suppress the x-dependence 
off,(x), &(x), etc. We assume that 
bj>O, &j&O (i#j), fjr>O; (2.7) 
and we define dji by the equation 
i#j 
which implies that djf < 0. If we introduce the matrices 
,=;;::::,, 
i 1 
. . . 
0 0 0.. 0 
then from (8) we obtain the relation 
M(B + D +F) = 0. (2.10) 
It is also convenient to introduce the matrix 
@(% O, x) = (Vi(% 9 O, x)sij)- (2.11) 
To derive the difference equations for our discrete approximation we 
introduce the auxiliary vector function o(x, y) where 
z&x, y) = the expected flux in state i moving to the 
left at x due to an incident flux at x + A 
of intensity y. 
(2.12) 
To terms of order 4, the flux w(x, y) arises from forward scattering of y 
diminished by absorption and annihilation, and from back scattering of the 
flux incident at x which is moving to the right. The flux at x moving to the 
right is r(x, w(x, y)). Hence to terms of order d we obtain 
w(x, y) = (I + dD)e- ~~W(W(W) + dBy(x, w(x, y)), (2.13) 
an implicit equation for w. Since this implicit equation seems to be somewhat 
&fficult to handle, we shall replace @(y, Y(X, w(x, y))) by @(y, r(x, y)). If 
r(x, w) satisfies a uniform Lipscbitz condition and w(x, y) = y + O(d), this 
replacement will only affect terms of higher order. 
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The reflected flux at x + A arises from fluxes of intensity y and r(r, V(X, y)) 
incident upon the segment from x to s + A. Hence to terms of order A we 
obtain 
Y(X + A, y) = ABy + (I + AD)e-d~(r(r,y),y)r(x, u(x, y)) (2.14) 
where the two terms represent backward and forward scattering respectively. 
Similarly we obtain 
t(x + A, y) = t(x, u(x, Y)). (2.15) 
In calculating the loss functions we break it up into losses occurring in the 
segment [O, X] and in the segment [.x, x + A]. In the latter we must consider 
losses due to absorption from both the y flux and the Y(X, V(X, y)) flux, and 
losses due to annihilation of particles from both fluxes. We obtain 
1(x + A, y) = Z(x, v(x, y)) + AFy + AFr(x, 4x, Y)) 
+ (I + AD) (I - e-d@(r(z,y),y))r(x, zfx, y)) 
+ (1 + AD) (1 - e-d@‘~d”‘w”)y~ 
(2.16) 
III. THE DEFINING EQUATIONS 
In the following discussion we shall proceed rigorously using the difference 
equations obtained above as our starting point. The fundamental vector 
equations for x = 0, A, 24, 34, . . . . y > 0, are thus the difference equations 
y(x + A,y) = ABy + (I + AD)e-d~‘~(2,u),y)y(x, v(x,y)), 
4~ + 4~) = t(x, +,Y)), 
4x + A, Y) = 4x, +, Y)) + AFY + AFT@, 4x, Y)) (3.1) 
[Z + AD] [Z _ e-~*‘~A~,~“]y 
+ [I + AD] [Z - e-“@(r’z*Y),~)]r(x, v(x, y)), 
and the implicit equation 
v(x, y) = (I + AD)e-“@(y*7(z,“))y + ABr(x, v(x, y)). (3.2) 
For intermediate values of x we shall assume that the functions T(x,Y), 
t(x, y), and Z(x, y) are defined by linear interpolation. 
For the problem we have discussed we have the following initial conditions 
corresponding to a rod of length 0. 
r(O, y) = 0, t(0,y) = y, Z(O, Y) = 0; (3.3) 
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but to allow comparison with other initial value problems for partial differen- 
tial equations we shall allow the more general situation in which 
r(O, Y) = g(y), t(O, Y) = Y, p, Y) = 0. (3.4) 
In our problem this situation would arise if there were a source at 0 or 
additional material to the left of 0. We shall assume that g(y) >, 0 and satis- 
fies a Lipschitz condition1 
IIdY) -dY’) II ~&lIY -Y’ll* (3.5) 
where L, is a positive constant. 
The scheme (3.1) and (3.2) is not immediately usable for numerical pur 
poses because (3.2) is an implicit equation for 21. For numerical purposes we 
would expect to solve (3.2) by iteration starting with the initial approxima- 
tion (I + dD)e- d@(Y*~(x*Y))y for ZI. Observe that if the iterations converge 
to a solution of (3.2) then because of (2.7) all components of the limit vector 
ZI(X, y) will be nonnegative provided d is sufficiently small so that Z + AD 
has nonnegative elements. Similarly, nonnegativity of r, t, and 1 is preserved. 
IV. LIMITING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
From the foregoing equations, we obtain formally a set of nonlinear partial 
differential equations for r, t, and I by passing to the limit in A. Introduce the 
three Jacobian matrices 
T, 
Y 
= ati@, Y) R = ariblr) 
ayj ’ u aYj 
L = ax, Y) 
(4.1) 
Y aYj ’ 
Using (3.2) in conjunction with (3.1) we readily obtain the nonlinear partial 
differential equations 
TX - R,[Q, + Br - @(y, r)y] = By + Dr - @(r, y)r, 
t, - T,P.Y + By - @(y, y)yl = 0, (4.2) 
1, - L[Dy + Br - @(y, r)yl = FY + Fr + @(y, 4~ + W, y)r. 
* For vectors and matrices we shall use the norms 
IIY’I = $,Yti, II B II = 5, bij I. 
i=l i.i=l 
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From (3.3) we obtain the initial conditions 
Y(t), y) - g(y), t(0, 4') :== y, go, y) == 0. (4.3) 
V. CONSERVATION FOR THE DISCRETE APPROXIMATION 
For the considerations of this section it is convenient to replace the initial 
conditions (3.3) by the conditions 
y(0, y) = z, q&Y) = y, @, y) = 0 (5.1) 
where z is an arbitrary nonnegative N-dimensional vector which may depend 
upon y. The discrete approximation given by (3.1) and (3.2) was chosen so 
that the following conservation relation would hold: 
M[Y(X,Y) + l(x,y) + kY)l = WY + 4 (5.2) 
This states that the total reflected flux, transmitted flux, and dissipation due 
to absorption and annihilation must equal the total input at the ends of the 
rod-what goes in must equal what goes out. 
We shall take up the question of existence of solutions of (3.1) and (3.2) later. 
In this section, assuming the existence of solutions of (3.1) and (3.2), we prove 
by induction that the conservation relation (2) holds for x = 0, d, 24, 34, . . . . 
First, for x = 0 the conservation relation follows immediately from (1). 
As our induction hypothesis we assume that (2) holds for x for all input 
vectorsy and z, and we then show that it holds for x -t A. We have, abbrevi- 
ating Y(S, y) by Y and v(x, yj by u and making use of (2. lo), 
iU’[Y(X i A, y) + t(X + A, Y) i I(” $ A, y>l 
= AMBy + MY(x, u) + AMDv(x, c) - M[I + AD] [I - ecdoc”,Y)]y(x, v)
+ Mt(x, v) + &7(x, v) + AMFy 7 AMFr(x, w) 
-t M[I + AD] [I - e-‘@(v.r’]y + M[I + AD] [I - e“@(r*Y)]r(x, v) (5.3) 
= M[Y(x, v) + t(x, u) + Z(x, v)] + AMP + Fly 
- AM[D + F]Y(x, v) + M[I f AD] [I - e”“(7fTr)]y 
= M[v + x] - AMDy ~ AMBr(x, u) i- M[I + AD]y 
- M[I + AD]e-“a(“*7)y = M[y $ z], 
which completes the proof by induction. 
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VI. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS FOR DISCRETE APPROXIMATION 
We shall now prove the existence of a solution of (3.1)-(3.2) satisfying the 
initial conditions (3.3) for a small x interval provided the step size d is 
sufficiently small. At the same time we shall show that t(~, y) satisfies a 
Lipschitz condition with respect to y which is uniform in d. In addition to 
the assumptions already made concerning B(x), D(x), F(x), @(u, z), X) and 
g(y) we assume that B(x) and D(X) are uniformly bounded and @(u, 21, X) 
satisfies uniform Lipschitz conditions with respect to u and o. 
The proof will be carried out inductively for a region of the form 
y30, IIy/I<~e-y~--~ (6.1) 
where y is any positive constant for which 
Y >ll~Il+ll~ll~ (64 
c is an arbitrary positive constant, and c, > 11 z ] 1 , where z = g(y) is the 
input flux vector at 0. We show that the system (3.1)-(3.2) has a solution for 
0 < x < x* provided 0 < A < 6, where x* and 6 depend upon the constants 
c, y, and c1 as well as upon B(x), D(x), @(u, v, x) and g(y). 
As our induction hypothesis we assume that for y and y’ satisfying (6.1) 
II&Y) - +GY’)ll GWIIY -Y’Il (6-3) 
where L(X) is a certain function of x to be specified below, that the conserva- 
tion relation 
Wy(x, Y) + t(x, Y) + 4% Y)l = M(Y + 4 (6.4) 
hoIds, and that Y(X, y) > 0. Under these assumptions we prove that for 
0 < A < 6, 0 < x < x* the equation (3.2) has a nonnegative solution 
v(x,y)fory>O, I] yll<ce-++“)-cc,. It will then follow immediately 
that for 
y > 0, I/ y 11 < c e-Ycr+‘) - cl (6.5) 
the vectors Y(X + A, y), t(x + A, y), and Z(X + A, y) determined by (3.1) are 
nonnegative and by the proof given previously satisfy M[~(x + A, y) + 
l(x + A. y) + Z(X + A, y)] = M(y + z). We then show that for y and y’ 
in the region (61) 
thus completing the inductive step from x to x + d. 
We obtain a solution of (3.2) by iteration starting with the vector 
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v,, = (I + AD)ecAoy and defining the vectors vr , va , . . . recursively by the 
equation v++r = v,, + ABr(x, v,). Because all elements of the matrix B are 
nonnegative, each component of v’, increases monotonely with n. Thus to 
prove that the sequence ~a , vu1 , vue , . . . converges it is sufficient to show that 
the sequence is uniformly bounded. By (6.4) we have 
I/%+1 II G II vo II + II &I II (II %I II + II 2 II); 
hence 
II %+1/I + Cl G Ill-‘0 II -t ~1 + IlAB II (II vn II + 4, 
and by induction 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
lI~-‘n+Jl +~l~(ll~oll+cJU +Il~~l/+ll~~l12+~~~+ll~~lln~~ (6.9) 
Thus if A /I B 1 I < 1 the sequence converges and the limit function v(x, y) = 
Ii%,,, v, satisfies 
< (1 + YANIY II + 4 
< eYA(lly II + 4, (6.10) 
provided d is sufficiently small. Note that v(x, y) > 0 and that if y satisfies 
(I), then / / v(x, y) / / < c e-y(Z+A) - cr . Because r(x, v) is a continuous 
function of v in this region, it follows that the limit function v(x, y) satisfies 
the equation (3.2). 
To establish that r(x + A,y) satisfies a Lipschitz condition, we first 
prove that v(x, y) satisfies a Lipschitz condition fory andy’ in the region (6.5). 
We have 
v(x, y) = y + A~e-Ao(~,rf~,~t)y + (e-A@(y,r(z,t/I) - I)y 
-t ABr(x, 4x, v)). (6.11) 
It is easily seen that if L(x) > Lo there is a positive constant c2 such that 
11 ADe-AO(Y,~(~,Y))y - ADe-Ao(V',7(~,Y'))y' I/ < cAL( 11 y - y' / 1 , 
) I (e-A*~~,rw) - qy - (e-A~d>mh - qy I / (6.12) 
~QWAIIY-Y’II. 
If y and y’ satisfy (6.1) then by (6.10) 
lIv(X,~)I)<ce-~“--~, II~(~,y’)IIdce-~~-c~. (6.13) 
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Hence 
and consequently 




Y(X + A, y) = ABy + t-(x, w(x, y)) + ADe-d4~7(z~~)~~)~(x,w(~, y)) 
+ (e--.i14(r(2+Y)*y) - I)r(x, w(X, y)). (6.16) 
For y and y’ satisfying (6.1) using (6.15) we obtain the estimates 
11 ADe-~*(r(z,,),,) t-(x, w(x, y)) - ADe-d9(7(a17J’),r’)y(x, w(x, y’)) I/ 
< 4Wl + 4%)) II Y - Y’ II, 
/I (e-A4(r(z~Y)~Y) - I r(x, w(x, y)) - (e-d4(r(+gY’)lY’) - I)r(x, w(x, y’)) I/ 
< 4WU + 4X4) IIY -Y’ II 
where cq is a positive constant. It then follows that 
II + + A, Y) - r(x + A, Y’) II G A I/ B II II Y -Y’ II + W II +> Y) 
- G, Y’> II + 2444(l + 4W) IIY - Y’ II (6.18) 
< {A II B II + W[l + (~3 + %c,YW + 2411 II Y - Y’ Il. 
Consequently, (6.6) follows if we define L-(X + A) by the equation 
L(x + A) = c,A + L(x)(l + 2c,A + c5AL(x)) (6.19) 
with c, = max(ll B I/, c, + 2c,c, , cJ. 
From a lemma proved in [6] 
L(x) G [ 1 +lL(O) 1 
-1 
- c5x - 1 
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if 
c5x < l/( 1 -t L(0)). 
In view of (3.4) the induction can be started by takingL(0) = L, and can be 
continued in the region (6.1) as long as the condition d /j B iI L(x) < * is 
satisfied. By restricting x to a small enough interval we obtain from (6.3) the 
result that T(X, y) satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
II r(X, Y) - y(x, Y’) Ii < K II Y - Y’ II 
where K is independent of x and A. 
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